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Can you discover the mystery in all these seven words having a common feature? 
  
 1. Banana 
 2. Dresser 
 3. Grammar 
 4. Potato 
 5. Revive 
 6. Uneven 
 7. Assess 
 
Answer on the last page  

 
Expand the acronyms given here.   
 
PIL      PVC     NASA   
   
ISRO      DDT     CAD 
 
UNO      TQM     RADAR 
 
SPIC MACAY    AIDS     AGM 
 
CEO      CV     ERP 
 
Self evaluation criteria 
 
All 15 correct-excellent       10-14 correct– good 
5-9 correct– poor        less than 5 correct– hopeless 
 
Answers on the last page 
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Dear VAANI Readers, 
 
The preceding quarter had two major events of IITRAAA. The first one was the annual general 
body meeting held on April 22. IITRAAA  has taken rebirth on the occasion. Election of the new 
office bearers and executive members  of the Governing Council (GC) took place as per the new 
constitution of the registered body. The post of the president was, for the first time, filled by nomi-
nation by the Advisory Council. Remaining office bearers and the members were elected, all of 
them unopposed. Announcement of the formation of the Advisory Council was also made.  The 
names of the first GC  members are given in this issue. The second epoch making event was the 
Trip to Mundra Village in the district of Kutch in Gujarat State. IITRAAA family members, for 
the first time visited any industrial establishment on sea beach. This was a two day event with fam-
ily . The trip was filled with nostalgia not explainable in words. May be the beginning of a new 
era.  
 
Another new feature in this issue is citation of great achievements of the next generation of 
IITRAAA family. We are proud of such achievements of the children of IITRAAA members. I 
hope more and more members will come forward to use VAANI platform to display the specific 
and unique  achievements of their children.  
 
This time we have included the distinguished work of two of our members. The story of a strong  
person with strong convictions, Sri Sanjay Gupta, is a great inspiration for all of us. Our distin-
guished hindi poet Dr R P Dhiman has reverberated again among the poets and made his presence 
felt, yet once again, in the society of creative people by bringing out a book of the his poems 
(shairy) “ Chuna Chahun To”. Our search of the gems and diamonds of IITRAAA will continue in 
future.    
 
The theme  of the cover page is the summer, IITRAAA activities and the activities of IIT engi-
neers.   
 
As done earlier, I will once again invite the members to keep me posted with any special events  
and reportable articles of common/professional interest etc. With best of  the wishes for the days to 
come. 
 

  
 

Vijai Kumar 
Editor 

vijai11946@yahoo.co.uk 
9327008244 
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IITRAAA NEWS 

Annual General Body Meeting was held on 
April 22’ 2012 at Hotel Cambay Grand in Ah-
medabad.  This was the first GBM/AGM held 
after registration of IITRAAA as a society & 
trust on June 13’2011. As per the Memorandum 
of Association,  the association would have a 
governing council (GC) consisting of the 
elected executive members to run the business 
of the association. Additionally an Advisory 
Council (AC) was also constituted as per the 
memorandum. It would consist of the founder 
members, ex- as well as the current Presidents 
to provide an advisory platform to GC. It was 
also resolved that the post of president of GC  
will be nominated by the AC.  It was further 
resolved that the eligibility for membership of 
IITRAAA will be  “Any alumnus who had ob-
tained degree/diploma from the IITR or erst-
while Roorkee University/Thomson college of 
engineering and also living in Ahmedabad/
Gandhinagar” will be eligible to become the 
member of IITRAAA. This was in tune with the 
constitution of the parent IITRAA.” 

The Secretary Mr Anil Roy, while enumerating 
the activities of his tenure, recounted the new 
initiatives taken by them during the last two 
years 2010-2012. VAANI, the voice of 
IITRAAA, a house magazine   was initiated as 
an e-magazine and sent through email. The in-
augural issue have released on Jan 1’2011. So 
far six issue were released. It invited a great par-
ticipation by the members and was being circu-
lated to IITRAA chapter in India and abroad 

also.  Another initiative taken was a heritage 
walk by IITRAAA members and their families 
to ancient places in Ahmedabad. These places 
have  acquired the status of heritage buildings 
on the world map. The multi-location visit was 
organised for the first time. Even the lunch was 
served in traditional Gujrati style and  in a vil-
lage environment. The third initiative was the 
registration of IITRAAA. A great job done by 
the executive committee of 2010-12.  

 
The first governing council (2012-14) was 
elected during the deliberations. Sri Suresh 
Bhargav, CGM, BSNL, Gujarat was nominated 
as the President of GC, by AC. He belongs to 
1973 batch. The other members and office bear-
ers elected unopposed were as follows  
 
Sri B Deshraj                I-T            Vice  Pres. 
1974 
Sri S Velchamy            ONGC      Secretary 
1983 
Sri Arun K Singh         ONGC      Jt secretary 
1994 
Sri Manish Seth            GSPL       Treasurer 
1991 
Sri Ritesh Agrawal       ISRO        Jt treasurer 
2000 
Sri RK Sharma,            ONGC      Member 
1975 
Sri Sudheer Bhandari   BSNL       Member 
1975 
Sri Gajendra Narayan   ONGC     Member 
2001 

(Continued on page 5) 

ANNUAL GENERAL BODY MEETING 

 

GBM IN PROGRESS 

 

LUNCH READY 
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Sri Himanshu Tushiar   AWEL     Member 
2002 
Sri Shubendu Banerjee  ADANI   Member 
1982 
Dr P Chauhan                 ISRO      Member 
1991 
Dr Sudhir Jain                IIT-GN    Member 
1977 
Sri J C Sethi          CONSLT  Member 
1975 
Sri padmanathan            GSI           Member 
Sharma-1977 
Sri AC Mathur              ISRO        copt memb 
1977 
Dr Anil K Roy              DAIICT     Copt memb 
1988 

 
AGM also welcomed the new members who 
joined in the AGM. They are 
 
Sri Shubendu Banerjee ADANI 1982 
Sri Gajendra Narayan ONGC 2001 
Sri Arun K Agnihotri  
Sri Amit Saraswat 
Dr Prakash Chauhan ISRO  1991 
Sri Balraj 
Sri Sagi Sravan 
Sri Vinod Kimothi  ONGC 1990 
Sri Padmanabh Sharma GSI  1977 
 
As  always the GBM concluded with lunch fol-
lowed by housie.  

The recently 
p u b l i s h e d 
book “Jo 
Chuna Cha-
hun To” a 
L o k m i t r a 
publication, 
is the collec-
tion of gazals 
written by Dr 
RP Dhiman, 
an eminent 
hindi poet of national repute. The book was 
released by reputed national poet Sri Kishore 
Kabra in a literary function held in Ahmeda-
bad.  
 
The name of Dr R P Dhiman is not new to 
IITRAAA. He is an IITRAAA member and 
was one of the key performer and anchor in the 
Kavi Sammelan organised by IITRAAA in the 
past. We can say he is an IITRAAA hindi poet.  
 
Congratulations Dr Dhiman for the great 
achievement. IITRAAA wishes you many more 
successes in future to usher further your career 
in literary field.     
 

Shailee, the daughter of Sri D R Rajak (ISRO 
and an IITRAAA member)  received the pres-
tigious  Science Olympiad Foundation award 
2012 in a  grand function held in the Town 

 

NEW GC MEMBERS  
(AVAILABLE DURING PHOTO SESSION) 

Any  fool can criticise, condemn and com-
plain but it takes character and self control 
to be understanding and forgiving 

Dale Carnegie (SK Jain’s collection)  

GAZALS OF IITRAAA POET  
PUBLISHED   

 

IN THE BOOK  
RELEASE FUNCTION  

SHAILEE MADE IT TO 2ND POSTION 
IN SCIENCE OLYMPIAD  

FOUNDATION AWARD 2012 

 

RECEIVING THE AWARD 
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Hall, Ahmedabad on June 24’ 2012. She stood 
2nd in Gujarat/Daman & Diu. The award has 
been instituted by the International English 
Olympiad Trust.  

Congratulations Shailee. IITRAAA is proud of 
you. Keep it up.  

In early 2000 he was 
known as a flying 
IAS officer. Quite 
often he made a 
breaking news in the 
media.  The cool 
looking but firm on 
determination person 
is Mr Sanjay Gupta 
popularly known as 
IAS Gupta. An IITR 
pass-out of 1982 
batch Mr Gupta was born in Lucknow in June 
1963. He entered IITR in 1978 IN civil engi-
neering course after passing class 12th, known 
as intermediate in UP. It is here in Roorkee, he 
developed a strong desire for becoming an en-
trepreneur in the field of realty and hospitality 
business.  He carved the route he had to follow 
to accomplish the desire he developed during 
his engineering studies.  

His professional journey started with Engineers 
India Limited where he worked for 9 months. 
Realising that this was not the platform to 
achieve the set goal, he joined M. Tech. course 
which he completed after 2 yrs. With the 
dreams in his mind, here he realised that he had 
to work as a powerful man which could influ-
ence decision making at Government level. 
Pursuing engineering profession would not lead 
him anywhere near to his goal. Hence he chose 
to become an IAS and  appeared for civil ser-
vices exams in 1985 and got through in first 
attempt.  

Starting to climb the IAS ladder he worked as 
Collector of Bhavnagar, Secretary to CM, MD 
of Gujarat State Petro Corpn, Secretary –
Science City Project, MD Gujarat Tourism  etc. 
It is here he got rich exposure to the working 
mechanism of Government vis a vis Industries. 
Moving forward to his goal he left the govern-

ment service in 2002 and joined Adani as CEO 
to gain in-field experience in industrial envi-
ronment and worked  there for about 4 yrs. At 
this juncture he left ADANI and ventured as a 
private entrepreneur in the field of hospitality 
and other business.  He established number of  
SPAs, golf resorts, 5-star hotels and many other 
establishments in Gujarat and other states under 
the group NISSA. Success has touched his feet 
at every step in all these ventures. The group is 
managed now by his wife and sons. Relaxed 
from the responsibilities of NISSA he joined 
recently the Ahmedabad-Gandhinagar Metro 
Rail project as the chiairman of MEGA. Rs 
15000 crore project spanning about 30 Kms rail 
track is expected to be completed in 2016. We 
asked him how the engineering education 
helped him in all these ventures. He said that 
the engg education taught him hard work, sin-
cerity, discipline and doing precise work.  

IITRAAA is fortunate to have such an illustri-
ous alumnus as its member. He  loves to attend 
all the IITRAAA functions & meetings if time 
permits. He is one of the veteran member of 
IITRAAA and has helped the association many 
times in many ways. VAANI team wish him 
continued success in his future ventures.  

IITRAAA members with family visited Mun-

dra village in Kutch district of Gujarat, on 21-

22 July ‘2012. About 70 members and their 

families started from Ahmedabad  at 5.30 AM 

on 21st morning, by two air-conditioned buses 

provided by ADANI Group. Fresh in the morn-

ing all the individuals and specially the chil-

dren, were full of high spirits of enjoyment. On 

the way breakfast was served in a resort. The 

group reached at Mundra around 1.30 PM.  

Accommodation was arranged in ADANI’s 

guest house ‘Shanti Vihar’. After settling in 

rooms the group members had lunch in the 

guest house  canteen. Afternoon was reserved 

for visit to Mundra Port and edible oil refinery 

Wilmar where refining of various edible oils 

was being done under the brand name 

‘Fortune’.   

DRAMATICALLY CHANGING ROLES 
OF AN ILLUSTRIOUS IITR ALUMNUS 

 

IITRAAA VISITS MUNDRA, THE CITY 
OF ADANI VENTURES  
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After the day’s visit, it was the evening to be 

enjoyed at our disposal. After dinner, the court-

yard in the centre of the  rectangular shape 

guest house became our centre stage. Mr 

Srivastav of ONGC took the floor to conduct 

housie at  top of his wits. This was followed by 

antakshari. However antakshari dimmed within 

short time as the people were tired of the day’s 

journey and hectic activities.    

The next day began at 5.30 AM with morning 

bhajans through speakers provided in each 

room, as part of their central announcement 

system. Adjoining the guest house was a temple 

and lush green surrounding park. The early ris-

ers took morning walk in this park and experi-

enced nostalgic feeling of the morning breeze 

coupled with the green beautiful scenery as 

well as the morning prayers in the temple.  It 

looked like a heavenly abode. Around 6.30 AM 

announcement came to join the yogic exercise 

and laughing session. Though the yogic session 

was in a class room, excitement built up in the 

laughing session in the guest house court yard.   

In the laughing session, it was stomach which 

exerted the most and made every body damn 

hungry.   So each individual took heavy break-

fast and after breakfast they took off to visit the 

second mundra port and the power house built 

by ADANI. The port was exclusively for im-

porting coal for their power plant as well as for 

TATA power plant in the vicinity. Here the 

authority allowed us to de-board the bus and 

enjoy the beach. The sea was quite scary as it 

looked to be quite deep. However the roaring 

waves could not touch any body as these  were 

diminished after hitting the stones on shore. 

After  port, the group visited the power plant.  

It may not be an exaggeration to say that the 

ports, oil refinery and the power plants were 

piece of engineering excellence. All these 

plants were automated and one could hardly see 

the workers in operation. Most of the opera 

 

JOURNEY STARTS IN THE BUS 

 

DINNING HALL OF THE GUEST HOUSE 

 

THE TEMPLE COMPOUND 
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The visit concluded around 1 PM and the group was 

brought back  to guest house for lunch and say good buy to 

the ADANI campus. Many in the group  felt that they could have stayed longer as they wanted to 

enjoy the ADANI’s hospitality and serene environment of the guest house campus for some more 

time . Well ! one has to depart as scheduled. The IITRAAA members were brought back to Ahmeda-

bad around 10 PM on 22 July.  

The Mundra Trip by IITRAAA members  has made deep roots in our heart.  Though the members 

and their families enjoyed a picnic  away from home, they also got exposure to the technical calibre 

of indian engineers and scientists. IITRAAA will ever remain grateful to ADANI authorities for ex-

tending their generous  hospitality for the trip.  

tions were done by automatic machines and 

equipments and self diagnostic tools. The 

power plant currently generates about 2500 

KW of power which is given to Haryana and 

Rajasthan States. The plans were in vogue to 

increase production of power to 20000 Kw in 

few years.  The PLC based control Centre 

could keep a watch on operation of all the 

equipments and machines. Cleanliness of the 

plant as well as of the ports and the refinery is 

worth praise. Over and above this, the spirit of 

pride and confidence of the engineers working 

there deserves high appreciation. Credit goes to 

ADANI who have inculcated the culture of ex-

cellence, professionalism and humility in the 

man power working in their plants.  

  

 

 

LAUGHING SESSION SEA BEACH 

IITRAAA MEMBERS AND THEIR 
FAMILY 
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IITR AND IITRAA NEWS (IITR & IITR Alumni site) 

Mr R K 
Tyagi a Ro-
orkee pas-
sout from 
batch 1975 
(E&C) has 
r e c e n t l y 
been se-
lected as the 
Chairman of 
H i n d u s t an 
aeronautics 
Ltd, HAL. 
Prior to this 
he was the  
Chairman and Managing Director of Pawan 
H a n s  H e l i c o p t e r  L t d . 
He is a Master in Business Administration. He 
also attended an advanced leadership course on 
Public Sector Managements at Indian School of 
Business Hyderabad. 

He started his career with ONGC as a Graduate 
Trainee in the year 1976.He rose to the position 
of General Manager in the year 2003 and con-
tinued there till May 2007 (31 years). As Chair-
man cum Managing Director of Pawan Hans 
Helicopter Ltd he remained there from 2007 to 
2012.  

Mr Tyagi is on several aviation related forums 
and committees, including as Vice-President- 
Aeronautical Society of India, President-Indian 
Institute of Industrial Engineering, Delhi Chap-
ter; Member-National Committee on Civil 
Aviation Safety Advisory Council and the 
steering committee for formulating strategic 
plans of the Ministry of Civil Aviation 

It’s not only maverick students of IIT Bom-
bay who have come in the spotlight for 
their racing innovation Prithvi 3.0. Even 
students of IIT Roorkee are creating rip-
ples, having created a prototype racing car 

tha t  i s  se t t ing  new records . 

In January this year, a novel racing car de-
signed by a nine-member student team of 
Mechanical & Industrial Engineering of IIT 
Roorkee Motor Sports, was displayed at 
Auto Expo 2012— the biggest auto show 
of India. The car received some rare re-
views from visitors and industry people. 
However, the most significant recognition 
so far has come from an international engi-
neering design competition ‘Formula SAE 
Australasia 2011’ which was held at Mel-
bourne,   Australia  from  15  to  18  De-
cember, 2011.  
 
Says Digendra Singh Rathore, University 
Team Leader, Race Car Team, IIT-R, 
“Over 400 university student teams from 
worldwide participated in ‘Formula SAE 
Australasia 2011’ by designing, building, 
testing and racing their very own Formula-
style racing car. At the prestigious event, 
we were the only Indian team among the  
participants from Australia, New Zealand, 
Germany, Japan and Pakistan.” 
The competition, which allows entries only 
of new cars built for amateur racers by stu-
dent teams, had shortlisted 24 teams in the 
final event. Reaching a new milestone, the 
IIT-R team became the first team ever in 
Australia to complete 32 laps endurance 
event, which is a continuous 22 km race, 
and also secured the fist position in the fuel 
economy round, with the car using mini-

IITR ALUMNUS BECOMES  
CHAIRMAN HAL 

 

IIT- R’S RACING CAR SETS NEW  
RECORD IN AUSTRALIA 
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mum petrol to complete the race.  The team 
was deemed sixth in the cost presentation 
and 15th in the final race. “Our performance 
was judged as the best ever by any Indian 
team in Australia and one of the best by any 
debutant team in the 12 years history of the 
Australian competition,” informs Digendra, 
adding that the teams were judged by stal-
warts of the motorsports industry. Ross 
Brawn, the former team boss of Ferrari F1 
team, John Hilton, owner of company intro-
ducing KERS in F1, Cost Engineers in Air-
Bus Industry and Electronics Engineers at 
Bosch, were the ones among those stal-
warts. 
 
The IIT Roorkee Motors Sports team was 
founded in August 2010 to successfully de-
sign and build a racing car, which met 
global standards.  After equipping itself 
with reading literature on racing car engi-
neering and softwares, the team began de-
signing the car in February 2011 and fin-
ished it within a span of nine months. Each 
member contributed his or her skills in a 
specialized area of interest, such as engine, 
chassis, suspension, electronics, controls or 
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The first to apologise is the bravest, the first 

to forgive is the strongest and the first to 
forget is happiest 

Difficulty is like a bag of cotton, heavy for 
those who see it and light for those who 
handle it.  

The real question is not whether life exists 
after death. The real question is whether 
you are alive till death.. 

Lord Buddha was a prince who left his palace 
in search of peace, but we all are search-
ing for a palace at the cost of our peace. 

Hope is one of God’s greatest gifts to us. It is 
the magic that impresses us to keep n 
trying, learning and living 

When problems are big and your strength is 
no longer enough, don’t give up, because 
where your strength ends, the grace of 
God begins.  

From collections by Sri P K Bansal, retd DGP 
Gujarat 

 MUSIC BROADCAST FROM  
 

INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION 
 

WASHINGTON -- NASA astronaut Joe Acaba 
will host a two-hour special radio broadcast on 
the Internet radio station Third Rock Radio 
while aboard the International Space Station, 
240 miles above Earth. "The Joe Show: New 
Rock from Space" will debut at 4 p.m. EDT, 
Friday, Aug. 3.  
 
Acaba, a fan of classic rock, will discuss his ex-
periences aboard the orbiting laboratory while 
presenting new rock to listeners around the 
world. The Joe Show is a blend of science, tech-
nology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) 
and art. It highlights the latest technology, all 
within the context of "exploring new worlds of 
music."  
 
"I'm excited to be the first astronaut to DJ from 
space on Third Rock Radio," Acaba said. "From 
the recordings launched aboard the Voyager 
spacecraft to the wakeup songs on shuttle mis-
sions, NASA and music have a long history to-
gether. As a former educator, I also appreciate 
the strong links between music and math, one of 
the core STEM components that is so critical to 
my work as an astronaut."  
 
Third Rock Radio is produced under a NASA 
Space Act Agreement with RFC Media of Hous-
ton. It was created to help cultivate new interest 
in STEM among hard-to-reach young Ameri-
cans.  
 
Third Rock Radio can be streamed for free from 
the NASA homepage at http://www.nasa.gov 
and via the TuneIn mobile app, which is avail-
able for smart phones and tablet computers 
through both the Google Play and iTunes app 
stores.  
 
To stream Third Rock Radio over the Internet, 
visit:  
 

http://www.thirdrockradio.net 
 

 

TAKEN FROM NASA WEBSITE 



 PAN IIT NEWS ( PANIITALUMNI WEBSITE) 

Wonder IIT guys as autowale?  Yes this is true. 
They are Mr Janardan Prasad and Mr Mukesh 
Jha, two IIT-K engineers who have started a 
unique  auto service popularly known as 
Autowale in Pune. If you are thinking why 
should they drive an auto, you are mistaken. 
They do not drive autos but make a team with 
the sincere, honest and courteous auto drivers 
and organise a respectable and responsive auto 
service in the city.  On talking to Mr Prasad,  
one of the CEO, how they got the idea, he said, 
in India, it was not the problem of bad service 
of autos. Vision was required to understand the 
real problem of the stake holders to find an  
engineering solution. He said in Pune they in-
terviewed hundreds of  auto users and drivers. 
The users were not satisfied since the autos 
were not available near their house and they 
had to go far away in search of them and in that 
process loose lot of time. Moreover autos did 
not go by meter and many of them were rogues 
and picked up quarrel with the passengers. On 
the other side the auto drivers  told them their 
problems. They did not get enough business in 
the day to earn their bread. Sometimes they did 
not get even a single customer in a day. So Mr 
Prasad with his colleague Mukesh took up the 
challenge to analyse the problem and find an 
engineering solution. They diagnosed the prob-
lem of connecting demand to supply, in engi-
neering terms a transportation problem.  Mr 
Prasad said they analysed the so collected data 
and inputted in the simulation model for opti-
misation  developed by them. And found a win 
win solution  for the users and autos.  A 24x7 

call centre was set up in Pune where the cus-
tomers could contact and give their require-
ments. The call centre sends SMS to the cus-
tomer giving the name of driver, auto number 
and the time they were to report.  The auto fel-
low reports to customer in time and drops him 
to the designated location and charges the me-
ter charge. This way the auto drivers are also 
happy to get assured business to the extent of at 
least Rs 500 per day. If not,  the shortfall is 
compensated by the company.   
 
The organisation has attracted the attention of 
many elites and media in praise of the services 
with brain. They also organise the training ses-
sions for auto drivers for safety and human as-
pects.   
 
The auotwale service is a part of UBIDA Solns 
Pvt Ltd, a Pune based company  researching 
and providing engineering solutions to similar 
social problems. They also intend to  provide 
solutions to environmental pollution and fuel 
economy.   
 
Well done autowale. It will be no exaggeration 
to say that only IITians could provide vision to 
find an engineering solution to social problems.  

 
Yes it is Pratham, the student satellite being 
built by IIT Bombay students. The work is go-
ing on for the last three years. There could be a 
series for five satellites to be launched by 
ISRO. These satellites are intended to be used 
as test bed for newer technologies developed. 
These are the micro satellites weighing about 
15 kgs  and of size 1 ft cube. ISRO is closely 
guiding and monitoring the development.  
 
 

IIT WALE AUTOWALE 

INDIA’S FIRST STUDENT  
SATELLITE 
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NOW, AN IIT IN MAURITIUS 

IIT Delhi has recently submitted a feasibil-
ity report to the Union HRD ministry to set 
up a research center in Mauritius. The insti-
tute wants to upgrade the research center to 
a full-fledged university within a span of 
five years. The institute, to be known as the 
International Institute of Technology, is 
being built at an estimated cost of $ 20 mil-
lion (Rs 105 crore) project. The project is 
in collaboration with the University of 
Mauritius. This project is the outcome of a 
request, in 2010, by the Mauritius Govern-
ment to the Indian Government to explore 
if an IIT campus could be set up in the is-
land nation. The HRD ministry had asked 
IIT Delhi to co-ordinate with the Mauritius 
Government.   
 
Currently IIT Bombay and IIT Kharagpur 
have taken steps to set up a campus in New 
York and an extension centre in Dubai re-
spectively.  

The Institutes of Technology (Amendment) 
Bill, 2011, which sought to declare the 
eight new IITs as well as Institute of Tech-
nology, Banaras Hindu University (IT-
BHU) as IITs, was passed by the Rajya 
Sabha by voice vote on April 30,2012. The 
Act allows the new IITs to grant degrees to 
the engineers passing out from the institute. 
The bill was already cleared by the Lok 
Sabha on March 24, 2011. 

The Institute of Technology Bill integrates 
the eight new IITs in Bhubaneswar, Gan-
dhinagar, Hyderabad, Indore, Jodhpur, 
Mandi, Patna and Ropar, along with IT-
BHU to the list of IITs.  

Pradeep K Khosla (IIT-
KGP, 1980), presently 
Dean of Carnegie Mellon 
University’s College of En-
gineering, has been selected 
as the eighth chancellor of 
the University of Califor-
nia, San Diego. 
 
His previous positions include: Founding 
Director, Carnegie Mellon CyLab; Head, 
Department of Electrical and Computer En-
gineering; Director, Information Network-
ing Institute; Founding Director, Institute 
for Complex Engineered Systems (ICES); 
and Program Manager, Defence Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA). 
 
A member of the Pittsburgh community, 
Khosla also serves on the boards of several 
non-profit organizations, including The 
Children’s Institute, IIT Foundation, Mel-
lon-Pitt Corp. and the Pittsburgh Technol-
ogy Council. An author of three books, 
Khosla is also co-founder of Quantapoint 
Inc. and BiometricCore. 
 
Khosla received his bachelor’s degree in 
electrical engineering in 1980 from IIT 
KGP and went on to get his MS and Ph.D. 
degrees in electrical and computer engi-
neering at Carnegie Mellon in 1984 and 
1986. 

BILL PASSED BY PARLIAMENT  
ACCORDS IIT STATUS TO NEW IITS 

 

IIT KGP ALUMNUS APPOINTED AS 
CHANCELLOR OF UNIVERSITY OF 

CALIFORNIA 

You see many stars in the sky at night, but not when 
the sun rises. Can you therefore say that there are no 
stars in the heavens during the day? O man, because 
you can not find God in the days of your ignorance, 
s a y  n o t  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  n o  G o d .                                                      
                Sri Ramakrishna 

 
Teach the masses in the vernaculars, give them 
ideas; they will get information, but something 
more is necessary; give them culture. Until you 
give them that, there can be no permanence in 
the raised condition of the masses.  
 
Women must be put in a position to solve their 
own problems in their own way. No one can or 
ought to do this for them. And our Indian 
women are as capable of doing it as any in the 
world.  

Swamy Vivekanand 
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 JOURNEY TO THE GOLDEN CITY OF JAISELMER 
(BY DR . ARVIND SINGH, ISRO) 

Jaisalmer district in the state of Rajasthan is a part of the Great In-
dian Thar Desert. It is a sandy, dry and scorched land. The terrain 
around, within a radius of about 60 kms is stony and rocky. The area 
is barren, undulating with its famous sand dunes and slopes towards 
the Indus Valley and the Rann of Kutch. There is no perennial river 
in the district. The underground water level is very low. District 
Jaisalmer has a very dry climate with very hot summer; a cold win-
ter and sparse rains. The climate extreme touches temperature 49 0C 
in summer  and 0 0C in winter. The average rainfall is only 16.4 cms 
as against the state average of 57.51 cms. Geographically this dis-
trict is spread over in 38,401 sq. kms which is one of the largest dis-
trict and almost equal to the state of Kerala. Joined together, the district of Barmer and Jaiselmer is 
the Largest Parliamentary constituency in India. The length of international boarder attached to 
Jaisalmer district is 471 Kms. 
 
I travelled along with my family in a group of tourists. We started our journey in Nov 2011 at 
2100 hrs from Ahmedabad by a bus and reached Jaisalmer the next day around 0930 hrs. The jour-
ney tiredness simply disappeared on reaching Jaiselmer on seeing its magnificent monuments and 
architecture..  After freshening up we got ready with our tour group to visit the “Sonar Killa”, one 
of the India’s living forts. The fort was picturised in a bangla movie by Satyajit Ray. Inside  fort, 
Jain Temples, Museum and Royal Palace are worth visiting. The fort & town of Jaisalmer were 
founded by Maharawal Jaisal in the year 1156 AD. The ruling family of the erstwhile Jaisalmer 
State belongs to Bhati Clan of Yadu Rajputs of Chandrawasnshi (Lunar) Race who claim to be 

 

Golden Fort of Jaisalmer (as seen from our Hotel) 

There are lots of places in Jaisalmer where you would like to spend time. Some of these are Patwa 
Havelies, Salim Singh’s Haveli, Nathmal’s haveli, Madir Palace (Tazia Tower), Gadsisar Lake, 
Government Museum & the folk museum. All these monuments have the unique stone carving on 
yellow stone. The whole city is constructed with yellow stone.  Apart from these yellow stones, 
one more common thing which is playing very important role in the life of Jaisalmer and boarder 
areas is wind mills, which generates lots of electricity. Number of wind mills is un-countable as 
they start appearing from a distance of almost 30 to 40 kms while you are travelling towards Jais-
almer.  If I am not wrong they are everywhere around Jaisalmer. Most of the electricity produced 
is fed to the border area villages and army establishments. After completing fort sightseeing, 
which was more or less like walking in the past, we walked down to Patwa Havelies. There we had 
tea with snacks apart from enjoying incomparable architecture of havelies. Gadsisar Lake was our 
next and last destination for the day. It was magnificent experience to do boating in the lake during 
evening hours when all the monuments inside lake is illuminated. After boating we went back to 
hotel, enjoyed chitchatting and dinner along with dances of children from the group.  

Lots of excursion options are available around Jaisalmer. Next day, we could visit Barabagh 
(Royal Cenotaph Garden) and Jain Temple which are around 40 kms from Jaisalmer. Stone carv-
ings in Barabagh and Jain temple are marvellous. One can appreciate the hard work and sincerity 
put by workers while making these marvels only after seeing them. We finished our trip to Bara-
bagh and darshan at temple and went back to hotel for lunch. 
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Now we were prepared for our next destination Sam for Sand Dunes and camel ride. Sam sand 
dunes present awesome sight to the visitors. We reached there just before sunset and stayed in 
tents which were arranged by organisers with the help of local tour operators. It was good experi-

ence to feel the dip in temperature during night. Camel safari during sunrise or sunset is the best 
enjoyment one can find in the dunes. We could enjoy camel ride as well as race during sunset. It 
was tough task for me to hold my camera as well as my younger daughter while sitting securely 
during ride. It is quite scary when the camel stands up and sit down at the end of trip. One has to 
take a good care to avoid a   fall. The name of my camel was “Shahrukh Khan”, so you can under-
stand how much I need to struggle along with his owner to keep him or right track  

   

 

Clockwise from left to right :   Main entrance of golden fort,  me and my family in a shop, 
Statue of Lord Budhha in the museum and  Panaromic view of Jaisalmer from Golden Fort  

   

 

Clockwise left to right:   Patwa Haveli, Monuments in Gadsisar Lake, Jain Temple, Panaromic 
view of Royal Cenotaph Garden with wind mills in background,  
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Clockwise from left to right:  Tents, Camel Ride on Sharukh, flowers of desert, sunrise,  rec-
reation at night 

After our camel ride in the evening we enjoyed folk dance as well music. The sunrise next day was 
highly refreshing as pollution free, cool and calm morning greeted us. Apart from sight-seeing and 
cultural programs, several competitions are arranged in this desert festival. Despite the hardship, peo-
ple here are satisfied and happy. More than 80% of the population of Jaisalmer lives in rural areas. 
After breakfast we packed up from Sam and moved towards an army check post near to Pakistan border 
(~ 30 km) and had a chat with military personals. They were very happy to see a large group and greeted 
us with cold water stored in matkas.  
 
The desert fruits and buds are usually eaten as vegetables. Animals, as per the forces, have to move 
from one place to another in search of fodder and water. Sheep, cow, goat and camel are domestic 
animals however chinkara and jackals can be sighted in desert. Poisonous snakes are common in the 
desert. The birds of various kinds commonly found in the area are peacock, parrot, pigeon, & crow. 
The wild great indian bustards have declined in number.  
 
Here the people in villages live mostly in huts. These beautiful huts are made of grass. The huts are 
cool in summers and warm in winter. Some of the villages have stone houses. Almost all villages 
have a pond or well for drinking water. In most of the villages the water is provided by the govern-
ment through pipelines. In the villages the main sources of income are animal rearing and farming. 
Every family keeps cows, goats, sheep and camel. When there is good rain there is plenty of fodder 
for cattle. The staple crops are ‘Bajara’ and ‘Gawar’. People change their establishments in search of 
fodder for cattle. People eat mainly Bajra chapattis, milk and milk products and curds. 

By merely running away from action, no one attains perfection. Renunciation of life is not the 
way to reach the highest goal of evolution. Just as the beauty of a fruit is not the last word of 
its edibility, a beautiful action can be a poisoned act of cruelty, if the motive behind is low and 
vicious.  

 Swamy Cinmayanand 
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FILING TAX RETURNS FOR FY 2011-12 , 

AY 2012-13  (specially for those pensioners, 

who have not yet filed the return) 

1. You should be `armed’ with the following: 

 FORM-16 on pension-TDS from your 

bank; cross-check with Passbook entries. 

 FORMS-16A for Interest on TDS. This 

is provided by the banks for each quarter 

of the year for the TDS deposited to IT 

dept for all FDs in your name, Thus there 

will be four such forms16-A per finan-

cial year. This also applies to SCSS, RBI 

Bonds (only 2 per year), MODS/Saving 

Plus i.e. sweeping S/B-cum-F/D A/C’s, 

etc. Each such F-16A must have (upto) 8

-character Unique TDS Certificate Code 

(UTC). You can look for this at top right 

corner and if you do not find it request 

the bank to incorporate.  

 Passbooks, NSC’s, POMIS etc. where 

interest is received but there is no  

TDS. For cumulative FD, even if no 

TDS, estimate the  interest accrued. 

 Any Honoraria, Annuities, Gifts >50000 

(from persons other than specified rela-

tives – e.g. if it is from your uncle, it is 

tax free; if from nephew, taxable).  

 Data of `rent received and municipal tax 

paid’ if you have let out any house/part. 

 Receipts of deductibles like PPF, NSC, 

ULIP, ELSS; Donations, etc. 

 Advance Tax Challan Ack. Slips (if you 

had paid any). 

 Certificate of House Loan Repayment/

Interest (if any). 

 SAHAJ Form (red version or on-line ac-

cess). 

 We as sume that the above and any 

`salary’ are  your only sources of income and 

that you  own (maximum) one house and 

that you don’t 

have any assets 

(or even joint 

signing type ac-

count) abroad. In 

such case,  y o u 

can and must use 

SAHAJ (ITR-1).   However, the option to file 

paper version  taxable income is below 10 

lakhs. (If >or  = 10L, file online).  

 Handle/fill Sahaj carefully. No attach

 ments please! Indicate option by darken

 g left circle. 

 ITNS-280 Challan to pay self assessed 

Tax (if necessary).  

(cheque to be in the name of  bank 

A/cIncome tax. Write your name in 

capitals and PAN on the reverse of 

the cheque) 

 

2. Remark for Family Pensioners (FP)  

There is no TDS for FP. Just add up your pass-

book entries from 1-4-2011 to 29-2-2012 in-

cluding the dearness relief (DR) arrears given 

in around mid-April & mid-October. From the 

total, pre-deduct 33.3% or 15000 Rs. 

(whichever is lower) to arrive at net taxable 

family-pension – this sum becomes the income 

from other sources (Unlike pension which is a 

`salary’). 

There is no need/compulsion to seek a `F.P. 

Disbursed’ certificate from Bank, unless by 

chance, TDS has been done. To the best of my 

reading, TDS is not applicable for F.P. How-

ever that does not mean that F.P. is tax-exempt. 

 

3. CALCULATIONS & SAHAJ: 

Find your Gross Total Income (GTI) = Pension 

+ Rent (if any) from one house/part (after de-

ducting: municipal tax paid, then 30% of the 

balance as `repair allowance’, and then interest 

FINANCIAL AND LEAGAL  
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5. Numerical example 

We consider a typical Senior Engineer/Scientist 

retired around say, Jan. 2011 so that in F.Y. 

2011-12, he is fully retired (no salary as such). 

If his pension is 4.8 lakhs (so that TDS 23690) 

and interest-income is 4.6 lakhs (with TDS  

42000), and he saved 1 Lakh in PPF (permitted 

now), find his self-assessment-tax  challan en-

tries, if he had paid Advance Tax only once, on 

15/12/11, Rs. 18,540 (entered in that Challan 

as: Tax 18000, E/C 360, S/E/C 180=18540). 

Gross Total Income = 4.8 + 4.6 = 9.4 Lakhs 

Net Taxable Income = 9.4-1 = 8.4 Lakhs 

Basic Tax = 10% of (5-2.5)+20% of (8-5) 

+30% of 0.4 L = 25000+60000+12000 = 97000 

Edu. Cess = 3% of 97000 = 2910 Rs. 

Total `Tax + Cess’ = 99910 Rs. 

TDS Done =              65690 Rs. 

Difference =      34220 Rs. 

Hence: Adv. Tax Instalments Due = 10266, 

10266, 13688 Rs. (30:30:40%). 

Int. on Sept. Shortfall 10266 x 3% = 308 Rs. 

Int. on Dec. Shortfall (20532-18540) = 2000 x 

3% = 60 Rs. 

Rest of Interest (upto June 2012) = 4% of 

(34220-18540) = 4% of 15680 = 627 Rs. {This 

15680 = yet due tax + cess}.  

Total interest due = 308+60+627 = 995 Rs. 

Challan entries to be found by first, splitting the 

due 15680 into Tax, Cess & Secondary Cess, 

nominally in 100:2:1 ratio. More accurately, 

one must first tally cess separately! Required 

cess was 2910 of which 690+540 had been paid 

via TDS & Adv. Tax; so, 1680 is yet due = 

1120+560 (2:1). So Challan entries = 

14000+0+1120+560+995+0 = 16675 Rs. this 

should match with Sahaj entry D10! 

6. Remarks on ITR-2: 

While very few persons may require ITR-2, 

here is some discussion on relevant points in it. 

 If you own more than one house prop-

erty, please describe in Schedule HPI. 

Write annual lettable value = YOUR part 

of the annual rent. (Thus, if you are 50% 

owner, and total rent is 60000, you enter 

only 30000). PAN of co-owners is op-

tionally to be entered – not essential.  

 If you have joint A/c abroad or even 

nominated say, by your child settled 

abroad, you have to fill FA. [NB: online 

filing becomes compulsory here]. 

 Capital gains/losses have to be classified 

in 4 categories and tallied in 4 time-spans 

– a total `matrix’ of 16 boxes have to be 

filled! But LTCG where STT is paid is 

NOT to be entered in Schedule CG – it 

goes in ICE (Income Claimed Exempt). 

The tax rates for the 4 categories are as 

follows: 

 - STCG 111A (STT paid) : 15% 

 - STCG Non-111A (No STT) : Full slab   

              rate (add to normal-rate income) 

 - LTCG with indexation: 20% 

 - LTCG without index: 10% 

 [NB – In computing interest payable, you 

 can omit `future’ cg’s!. Show 234B as 

 3% or 4% (June/July) and rest as 234C.]. 

 If you sell house and invest a part of the 

(indexed) capital gain in `54EC 

BONDS’, only the balance/difference 

appears as LTCG income. The part in-

vested in Bonds won’t even show up in 

your Gross Total Income! 

It is said that if we associate  with great men, 
we incidentally acquire  some of his quali-
ties. So if we associate our thoughts with the 
greatness of God  what  then will we imbibe?  
 
We are not the owners of anything that has 
been created by Nature, for it is the property 
of the creator. We therefore have no rights to 
destroy, change or tamper with anything that 
has been created by Him.  
 

Taken form ‘Reflections’ by Akbarali H Mehta 
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on house loan – in fact net `Rent’ could even be 

negative!) + Income from other sources 

(Interests, Annuity, Honoraria, Net F.P., etc). 

GTI minus deductions indicated in SAHAJ: C1 

to C13 or 80C to 80U, within certain limits will 

lead to net taxable Income (which the form re-

fers to as `Taxable Total Income’ at line C15). 

Incidentally, even if you have some salary – 

cases of retirees in the midst of F.Y. 11-12, or 

those with post-retirement employment – you 

can just mix it with pension at line B1. But 

you’ll have two Forms-16. In case of deduc-

tions for patent royalty (80 RRB) and book 

Royalty (80 QQB) it requires to fill              

Forms ITR-2 and ITR-4. Turning to Page 2 of 

Sahaj, re-enter your PAN. Compute Basic Tax 

at D1 by adding slab wise taxes (0 upto thresh-

old, 10% from threshold to 5L, 20% on compo-

nent of net income between 5L & 8L, and 30% 

on component of net income above 8 Lakhs). 

Threshold = 1.8/1.9 lakh for non-senior gent/

lady, 2.5 lakh for Sr. (but not V.Sr.) gent/lady, 

and 5 lakhs for V.Sr. gent/lady. [V.Sr.: DOB 

on/before 31/3/1932; Sr.: DOB after 31/3/32 

but on/before 31/3/52].  

Add 3% of Basic Tax as Cess (D2) to arrive at 

`Tax+Cess’ at D3 & D6. Now shift your atten-

tion to D9: Write sum of all advance taxes 

(including cesses) paid by you (other than 

TDS) – normally on 15/9/11, 15/12/11 & 

15/3/12. Next enter D11 (all TDS’s on Pension, 

Interest, etc). Then we arrive at a big complex 

side-calculation.  

 

4. Side Calculation of Interest Payable by 

You to Govt.  

 From D3 subtract D11. If this difference is 

below 10000, no interest is payable. If it is 

10000 or more, you were to pay 30%, 30% & 

40% of this `Difference’, on 15/9/11, 15/12/11 

and 15/3/12. Did you have any shortfall in 

these dues? (If you paid more than necessary, 

you don’t get back any interest, but if you paid 

less, you have to now pay interest). Henceforth 

`Difference’ means D3-D11. 

 

From 30% of the `Difference’, subtract Adv. 

Tax paid* on 15/9/11 (*it could even be 0), 

then consider 3% of this difference as one part 

of interest due. Similarly, another part of inter-

est due is 3% of the difference between “60% 

of the `Difference’ and sum of Adv. Taxes paid 

on 15/9/11 & 15/12/11”. Finally, 4% of the dif-

ference between “the `Difference’ and sum of 

Adv. Taxes paid on 15/9/11, 15/12/11, 15/3/12” 

is the 3rd part of interest due, assuming you’ll 

clear the Self Assessment Tax in June. (Change 

`4%’ to `5%’ if you clear in July).  

 

However, if the last diff is less than 10% of the 

Diff, only 1% is to be paid (not 4% or 5%) on 

it. Total of these 3 parts is the total interest due 

– write at D7. Then write D6+D7 at D8. Then 

write D8-D9-D11 at D10 (if +ve). Rest of the 

form is self-explanatory! [Note – If you have 

more than one item giving quarterly Forms 

16A, you’ll need supplementary Page 5 since 

each row of TDS2 (such as T1, T2….) can only 

accommodate one quarterly Form 16A with its 

unique number]. Retirees of FY 11-12, do write 

Retirement Benefits as Exempt at D19. Even 

others should write sum of PPF interest, divi-

dends, tax free gains, etc. 

 

4. Callan ITNS-280: 

 

Recall the `Difference’ (D3-D11). From this, 

subtract D9. This net difference has to be dis-

played in Challan (as if it is 103) in 3 Rows 

(Tax, Edu. Cess, Sec. Edu. Cess) in the ratio 

100:2:1! Also add Int(D7). Truly, tally cess 

separately. 

Cross-check: the challan total must match with 

D10. 
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POSSIBLE METHODS OF REDUCING TAX LIABILITY IN FY12-13 

You may have noticed that you are paying considerable tax to Government. For example, in the 

numerical case presented in Sec.4 of the text the person pays 12% of his net income as tax. Natu-

rally you may be wondering whether legitimate methods exist to reduce tax. (Pure evasion by con-

cealment of income will soon become an offence leading to jail and we are certainly not talking 

about here. We will also not mention somewhat artificial methods like giving loan to one’s spouse 

which though legal would soon come under the glare of GAAR – General Anti-Avoidance Rules 

which are expected under Direct Tax Code-DTC. ) 

Here are a few possible options  

1. Interest upto Rs 10000 in SB account is tax exempt. One can consider this provision in 

case one needs liquid cash for emergency and keep required cash in the account.   

2. Maintain PPF Account for every adult member of your family, age above 18 years. Deposit Rs. 

1 lakh per year in each such account. Although 80-C deduction can be availed for total one lakh 

only, all accounts will earn tax free interest. However, please note that PPF interest on total balance  

will be reset every FY and now onwards likely to show  reducing trend, as it is tied to Govt. Secu-

rity yield which has even gone down to 5% in the past. Hence personally I do not recommend PPF! 

(recent RBI moves foretell lower interests) 

3. Place Rs. 1.8 lakhs in a mutual fund’s arbitrage scheme to earn tax free and risk free dividend 

of reasonable level like 8%. If you start liking this scheme you can put multiples of Rs. 1.8 lakhs in 

similar schemes of other mutual funds. Never exceed Rs. 1.9 lakhs as investment in any single mu-

tual fund scheme to avoid AIR trouble. 

4. Buy a second house with a big loan and give it on rent and take deduction on interest on the 

loan without any limit like Rs. 1.5 lakhs which is only for self occupied house. 

5. Spread your capital among adult members of family who are in nil or lower tax bracket but 

should not be clubbable. (Thus avoid gifting to spouse and daughter-in-law). In particular, if you 

have above 80 year relative then tax free threshold is Rs. 5 lakhs. Thus high bank interest can be 

earned and yet tax payable may be nil or small. 

6. Create super structure like family, trust, etc. Read Mukesh Patel’s articles. 

Invest Rs. 50,000 in Rajiv Gandhi Scheme if you had never bought shares before and your gross 

total taxable income is below Rs. 10 lakhs. The deduction is 50% of your investment. Please note 

that this is a risky avenue as share prices are very volatile. There is a lock in period of 3 years 

(please await notification under section  80CCG) 

 
When you are in light every thing will follow you. But when you enter dark, even your 

shadow will not follow you 
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ANSWER OF THE PUZZLE 
 

In all of the words listed, if you take the first letter, place it at the end of the word, and then spell the 
word backwards, it will be the same word.  
 
ANSWER OF THE ACRONYMS 
 
PIL   Public Interest Litigation 
ISRO   Indian Space research Organisation 
UNO   United nations Organisation 
TQM   Total Quality Management 
SPIC MACAY Society for Promotion of Indian Classical Music and Culture Amongst Youth 
CEO   Chief Executive officer 
PVC   Poly Vinyl Chloride 
DDT   Dichloro Diphenyle Trichloroethane 
AIDS   Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
CV   Curriculum Vitae 
NASA  National Aeronautics & Space Administration 
CAD   Computer Aided Design 
RADAR  Radio Detection And Ranging  
AGM   Annual General body Meeting 
ERP   Enterprise Resource Planning 
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DOG CHILD CARE MOST FASHIONABLE PURSE 


